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WHEN HAAS INTRODUCED THE VF-1 IN 1988 

at IMTS in Chicago, the suggested retail price 

was $49,900. Adjusting for inflation, that’s 

equivalent to about $98,000 in 2014 dollars.  

The machine featured 20" x 16" x 20" travels, 

a 7.5 hp spindle motor, speeds to 5000 rpm,  

TODAY’S VF-1 IS EASILY 10 TIMES THE MACHINE 

tool its 1988 namesake was, yet the base 

price for a 2014 VF-1 is only $48,995, or 

about $25,000 in 1988 dollars. The VF-1 

still has travels of 20" x 16" x 20", but now 

features a 30 hp (4 times the 1988 model) 

brushless spindle with a high-performance 

vector drive, speeds to 8100 rpm standard, 
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This year, Haas will reach a  
new milestone: 165,000  
CNC machines built, sold,  
and producing parts all  
over the world.

Constant Improvement  
    It makes our value  proposition a real value

The most popular movie of 1988 was Rain Man, starring Tom Cruise. In 2014, Tom Cruise is starring in the sci-fi movie, Edge of Tomorrow.
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brush-style servomotors on all axes, 480 ipm 

rapids, a 16-tool ATC, and the Haas CNC 

control, which featured a whopping 128K of 

program memory and a maximum processing 

speed of 20 blocks per second. Additional 

options were essentially non-existent.

brushless servos on all axes, 1000 ipm rapids,  

a 20-tool ATC, and the Haas control, which 

now features 1 MB of program memory (nearly  

8 times the 1988 figure), and provides 

processing speeds up to 1000 blocks per 

second (or 50 times faster than in 1988).  

And that’s just the base-model machine. 

HaasCNC.com

The Haas VF-1 made 
its public debut at 
IMTS in 1988.
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•  Belt-Type Chip Conveyor

•  Through-Spindle Coolant Systems

•   750 MB Expanded Program Memory

•  Programmable Coolant Nozzle

•  Ethernet Interface

Options [partial list]

•   15 hp Vector Drive

•  15,000-rpm 40-Taper Spindle

•  Inline Direct-Drive

•  18+1 Side-Mount Tool Changer

•  2400 ipm Rapids

•  15" Color LCD Monitor 

•  Built-In USB Port

•  High-Speed Rigid Tapping

•  Made in the USA

Options [partial list]

•  Through-Spindle Coolant Systems

•  Programmable Coolant Nozzle

•  Dual Chip Augers 

•  Rear Chip-Lift Auger

•  High-Speed Machining w/Look-Ahead

•  Haas Intuitive Programming System

•  Wireless Intuitive Probing System

•  4th- and 5th-Axis Drives

•   15,000-rpm Inline Direct-Drive 
40-Taper Spindle

•  30 hp Vector Drive

•  630 x 500 mm T-Slot Platter

•   High-Speed Roller-Cam  
Trunnion Table, 150º/sec

•   High-Speed 40+1 Side-Mount  
Tool Changer

•  1200 ipm Rapids

•  Full Five-Axis Control

•   High-Speed Machining  
w/Look-Ahead

Standard Features

•  Dynamic Work Offsets

•  Tool Center Point Control

•  Wireless Intuitive Probing System

•  Spindle Orientation

•  User-Definable Macros

•  Coordinate Rotation & Scaling

•  User-Defined Second Home Position

•  15" Color LCD Monitor w/USB Port

•  Rigid Tapping

•  Made in the USA

Standard Features

THE NEW UMC-750SS IS A 5-AXIS 

40-taper vertical machining center with  

30" x 20" x 20" travels and an integrated 

high-speed dual-axis trunnion table.  

The machine has a powerful 15,000-rpm 

inline direct-drive spindle driven by a 

30-horsepower vector drive system, and 

comes standard with a high-speed 40+1 

tool side-mount tool changer. 

The machine’s roller-cam trunnion table 

offers 150 deg/sec feedrates to quickly 

position parts to nearly any angle for 

5-sided (3+2) machining, or provide 

full simultaneous 5-axis motion for 

contouring and complex machining.  

The table has standard T-slots and 

a precision pilot bore for fixturing 

versatility. The trunnion provides +110 

and -35 degrees of tilt and 360 degrees 

of rotation for excellent tool clearance 

and large part capacity.

All-New MILLING  MACHINES
      Drill/Mill & Universal 5-Axis Super   Speed

All-new DM-1  
Drill/Mill Center 
with 40-taper spindle

New UMC-750SS 
Super Speed Universal

THE ALL-NEW HAAS DRILL/MILL CENTER 

features 20" x 16" x 15.5" travels,  

a 40-taper spindle with a 15 hp vector 

drive, and speeds to 15,000 rpm. 

The DM-1 provides cutting feedrates 

of 1200 ipm, and rapids to 2400 ipm.  

It includes a high-speed 18+1  

side-mount tool changer, power failure 

detection module, 1 MB program 

memory, 15" color LCD monitor, USB 

port, memory lock keyswitch, rigid 

tapping and 45-gallon flood coolant 

system.        

Standard Features
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New FEATURES & OPTIONS 
       A focus on our super popular CNC   milling machines

Front-Mounted Washdown Hose

•  Conveniently located at the front of the machine 
•  Drains directly into the enclosure when stored 
•  Straight hose does not get tangled 
•  High-quality spray gun

Air Gun Holster

•  Conveniently located under the control pendant 
•  Cradles the air gun to hold it securely 
•  Straight air hose does not get tangled 
•  Provides quick, easy access

CALM 
Consolidated Air/Lube Manifold

The typical Haas machine tool has from 5 to 12  
solenoids to activate various mechanisms 
throughout the machine, depending on options 
and machine configuration. Each solenoid has 
associated air hoses and electrical connections.  
To simplify the assembly process, and make servicing 
machines in the field easier, Haas Automation has 
consolidated all of the solenoids into a single, easily 
accessible location, and color-coded the air hoses 
and electrical connections – so they are easily 
traced and accurately assembled. Just another way 
Haas machines are constantly improving.

Coolant Ring

The new Haas coolant ring is a massive  
improvement over old-style adjustable loc-lines. 
The coolant ring’s fully adjustable, machined nozzle 
tips direct precision coolant flow to the tool from 
many angles. The nozzles are easy to adjust, and 
the ring is positioned for maximum clearance and 
ease-of-use. 

Glass Front Windows
•  High-impact safety glass 
•  Resistant to scratching from chips 
•  Stays clear for maximum visibility 
•  Features anti-hazing properties

Coolant Tank Oil Skimmer
The Haas Coolant Tank Oil Skimmer is an integrated 
solution for keeping your coolant tank free of tramp 
and tap oils. The skimmer is easily installed onto 
the side of the Haas coolant tank. It extracts tramp 
oil from the coolant in the tank, and deposits it 
into a container. Power can be supplied by the 
machine’s GFI outlet, or from any 120VAC power 
outlet. A wall timer can also be used to control on/
off cycles of the skimmer when needed.

Inline Coolant Filter

Filters coolant directly from the standard coolant 
pump. Keeps fine chips out of the coolant ring and 
programmable coolant nozzle.

Spindle Performance Choices

Haas VMCs are known for their rugged, shop-proven 
spindles. With a drive for constant improvement, 
and to provide the performance that today’s shops 
need to stay competitive, Haas recently introduced 
their newest spindle for the VMC line: a 40-taper, 
15,000-rpm, 30-hp, inline direct-drive, Haas-
made spindle that eliminates belts to reduce heat, 
increase power transmission, and provide excellent 
surface finishes.

Other spindle developments include: a 50,000-rpm 
ISO 20 spindle for the Office Mills, a 20,000-rpm 
30-taper spindle for the DT-1, and an 11,000-rpm 
50-taper spindle for Haas VMCs. More speed for 
faster material removal, shorter cycle times, and 
higher productivity – all from Haas.

Automatic Coolant Mixer (prototype)

Automatically mixes coolant in the proper ratio and 
adds it to the machine’s coolant tank to replenish 
fluid lost through carryout and evaporation.

Mist Collector
Extracts coolant mist from the machine’s 
enclosure, and uses centrifugal impaction to 
coalesce the mist into liquid that is returned to the 
coolant tank.

Table Auxiliary Air Supply

Provides an auxiliary connection for compressed 
air directly at the machine’s table, for pneumatic 
fixturing or other air-activated devices.

TSC-300 Self-Cleaning Filter

Uses a blast of coolant after each TSC use to back 
flush chips from the pump’s intake filter. Reduces 
the necessity to clean the filter screen, and reduces 
the chance of chips clogging the filter and starving 
the pump.

cam, and a precision-engineered cam profile 
ensures accurate speeds and motion.

Because the roller drive is preloaded during 
assembly, the system yields high stiffness, high 
torque, and high speed values, while providing low 
wear characteristics and reducing maintenance.

Note: Requires a Haas mill with 4th-axis drive for full  
4th-axis operation, and software version 18.13 or later. 
Not available for stand-alone operation. 

High-Speed Roller-Cam Rotary Table

The Haas HRC210 is a compact, high-speed 
rotary table driven by a high-performance roller-
cam system that provides indexing speeds up to  
830°/second. 

The drive system consists of a high-torque 
servomotor driving a globoidal cam that meshes 
with cam followers equally spaced around the 
diameter of a roller gear. Needle bearings in the 
cam followers provide smooth contact with the 

Ready to Upgrade 

From the very beginning, right on through the past 30 years, the message from Haas Automation has been 
consistent: “We’re not like those other guys.” From openly published prices for machine tools and service parts, 
to our worldwide network of Haas Factory Outlets, it’s clear that Haas is not your typical machine tool company. 

Here’s another way Haas is different: designing CNC machine tools that can be easily upgraded after they’re built, 
shipped, and installed. You can easily add these options to most new Haas VMCs at a later date: 

•  Through-Spindle Coolant Systems 
•  4th- and 5th-Axis Capability 
•  Wireless Intuitive Probling System 
•  Automatic Air Gun 

•  Programmable Coolant Nozzle 
•  Coordinate Rotation & Scaling 
•  Ethernet Interface 
•  750 MB Program Memory  

•  High-Speed Machining Software 
•  Intuitive Programming System 
•  User-Definable Macros 
•  Color Remote Jog Handle
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1. Through-Tool Air Blast
Provides high-pressure/high-flow air through the 
tool to the cutting edge for:

•  Longer tool life

•  Cleaner machine

•  Faster chip removal

•  Improved surface finish

•  Zero coolant usage and disposal

Non-Coolant. 
Machining with air instead of coolant   

2. Automatic Air Gun
Provides a constant air blast to the cutting tool to 
clear chips during dry machining:

•  Longer tool life

•  Cleaner machine 

•  Faster chip removal

•  Improved surface finish

•  Zero coolant usage and disposal

3. Minimum Fluid Dispersion System
Works with the Automatic Air Gun to provide a 
mist of lubricant to the cutting tool for minimum-
quantity lubrication operations.

•  Provides lubrication directly to the cutting edge

•  Zero coolant usage and disposal

•  Cleaner machine

Mist Collector (not shown)

Extracts coolant mist from the machine’s 
enclosure for:

•  Reduced health risks

•  Cleaner machine and shop

•  Reduced coolant consumption

Re-booted Office Mills, with optional 
50,000-rpm spindle and upgrades galore – 
still fits through a standard office door.

TRT100

The new Haas TRT100 is a compact, dual-

axis trunnion table that provides high-speed, 

accurate positioning and full 5-axis motion for 

machining small parts. Its small size and light 

weight make the TRT100 the perfect 5-axis 

solution for even the smallest machining 

centers. Indexing speeds to 1950º/sec ensure 

short cycle times, and powerful brakes on both 

axes guarantee extreme accuracy for 3+2 

machining.

NEW GENERATION OM-1 & OM-2

The Haas Office Mills bring CNC 
performance and reliability to industries 
that are unable to fit a “normal” machine 
into their facilities. Designed for high-
volume production and/or rapid prototyping 
of small, high-precision 2D or 3D parts, 
they’re small enough to fit through a 36" 
door, and light enough for most freight 
elevators.

•  Optional 50,000-rpm, 30-taper spindle

•  All-new consolidated air/lube manifold 

•  New LED worklight

•  Upgraded 1/4 hp coolant pump

•   New flood coolant ring with special nozzles

•  Coolant tank updated for better flow

•  Axis motors upgraded to Sigma 5 

•   Tool changer cover updated for easier 
removal and servicing

•  Air-actuated safety door interlocks

•  Toolholder rack moved to rear of machine

MANY OF TODAY’S MODERN CUTTING TOOLS 
– thanks to carbide inserts with high-tech 
coatings – are able to withstand much higher 
temperatures than ever before, and inherently 
provide much-needed lubrication to the 
cutting edge. On many materials, cutting 
tools with coated carbide inserts no longer 
need coolant to lower the temperature of 
the cutting edge and lubricate the cut area 
to prolong tool life. These days, the primary 
cause of tool wear and damage for these 
advanced cutting tools is re-cutting chips.

The Haas Through-Tool Air Blast option solves 
this problem by providing high-pressure/high-
flow air through the tool to the cutting zone 
to blow away chips, while also providing 
some cooling action for the inserts and the 
chips created by the cut. This is particularly 
beneficial when machining pockets and other 
internal features, where chips can collect.  
The Through-Tool Air Blast can also be used 
to blow chips and coolant from workpieces at 

BUILD A COOLANT-FREE CUTTING SYSTEM 
by combining these new Haas optional 
air and lubrication systems designed to 
keep the tool cool and the chips out of the 
way. By utilizing modern tooling and these 
clever Haas systems, you can save time, 
money, and hassle. 

•  Powerful Axis Brakes for Extreme Accuracy

•  High-Speed Indexing to 1950º/sec 

•  Spur Gear Drive System

•  Ultra-Compact Design

•  Easy Programming

•  Simple to Interface

•  Made in the USA

Standard Features

the end of a machining cycle. Simply program 
a cutting tool with holes for through-tool air 
to move over the workpiece – blowing chips 
and coolant from holes and pockets – before 
the operator removes the workpiece from the 
machine. 

There are other Haas options, as well, that 
can modernize your metal cutting operations. 
The Auto Air Gun can be used in a way similar 
to the Through-Tool Air Blast, by blowing 
chips away from the cutting area, and cooling 
the tool and chips with a stream of high-
pressure air. For operations that can benefit 
from additional lubrication – like drilling and 
tapping – the Haas Minimum Fluid Dispersion 
System feeds a user-specified amount of 
fluid into the air stream of the Auto Air Gun to 
deliver lubricant directly to the cutting area. 
To keep the machine’s enclosure clear of mist 
and smoke generated during the machining 
process, augment these capabilities with the 
Mist Collector option.

Office Special
Re-engineered top to bottom

3.

2.

1.
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Haas Automation 

 simple. innovation.

Performance is at the heart of every Haas machine . . .

. . .  and precision parts, CNC machined on Haas equipment, are at  
the core of Kurt Busch’s winning performances. What a team!
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Specifications

New Haas TURN ING CENTERS
From compact to can-handle-anything.

THE ST-15 IS A SMALL-FOOTPRINT 

big-bore lathe with a generous 14" x 14" 

maximum capacity, a 2.5" bore, and a 

16.25" swing over the cross slide. The 

spindle turns to 4000 rpm, and the 20 hp 

vector drive system provides 150 ft-lb 

of cutting torque. An 8.3" hydraulic 

chucking system and 12-station turret 

are standard.

Both ST-15 models are equipped with a 12-station 
turret (BOT or VB) that indexes quickly to reduce cycle 
times.

The ST-15Y’s generous Y-axis travel, 6000-rpm 
high-torque live tooling, and C-axis motion allow 
multiple operations in a single setup to reduce part 
handling and increase accuracy.

 Capacities  ST-15 ST-15Y
Chuck Size 8.3" 8.3" 

 210 mm 210 mm
Max Cutting Dia. 14"  12" 

 356 mm 305 mm
Max Cutting Length 14.0" 14.0" 

    without workholding 356 mm 356 mm
Std. Bar Capacity 2.5" 2.5" 

 63.5 mm 63.5 mm

Spindle 
Max Speed 4000 rpm 4000 rpm
Max Motor Rating 20 hp 20 hp 

 14.9 kW 14.9 kW
Max Torque 150 ft-lb @ 500 rpm 150 ft-lb @ 500 rpm 

 203 Nm @ 500 rpm 203 Nm @ 500 rpm
Spindle Nose A2-6 A2-6
Spindle Bore Ø3.50" Ø3.50" 

 Ø88.9 mm Ø88.9 mm

Swing Diameter 
Over Front Apron 25.25" 25.25" 

 641 mm 641 mm
Over Cross Slide 16.25" 16.25" 2 

 413 mm 413 mm
Over Tailstock 23.50" 23.50" 

 597 mm 597 mm

Travels & Feedrates 
X Axis 7.88" 7.88" 

 200 mm 200 mm
Y Axis –– ±2.0" 

 –– ±51 mm
Z Axis 14" 14" 

 356 mm 356 mm
X-Axis Rapids 1200 ipm 472 ipm 

 30.5 m/min 12 m/min
Y-Axis Rapids –– 472 ipm 

 –– 12 m/min
Z-Axis Rapids 1200 ipm 1200 ipm 

 30.5 m/min 30.5 m/min

General 
Power – 3-Phase  195 - 260 V 195 - 260 V

Every Haas  
machine, spec, 
option, feature  
and price . . .

24/7  
@ HaasCNC.com

•  8.3" Hydraulic Chucking System

•  4000-rpm Spindle

•  20 hp Vector Drive

•  A2-6 Spindle Nose

•  2.5" Bar Capacity

•  15” Color LCD Monitor w/USB Port

•  1 MB Program Memory

•  Rigid Tapping

•  Made in the USA

Standard Features

•  14" x 14" Max Capacity

•  12-Station BOT Turret

•  1200 ipm Rapids

ST-15

•  12" x 14" Max Capacity

•  ±2.0" Y-Axis Travel

•  6000-rpm Live Tooling with C Axis

•  12-Station Hybrid BOT/VDI Turret

•  1200 ipm Z-Axis Rapids

ST-15Y

THE ST-15Y HAS A 12" X 14" MAXIMUM 

capacity, and adds 4" of Y-axis travel  

(±2"  from the centerline) for off-center 

milling, drilling, and tapping. It comes 

standard with high-speed live tooling and 

a servo-driven C axis for versatile 4-axis 

capability.     

•  Tailstock with Hydraulic Quill

•  High-Pressure Coolant Systems

•  Automatic Tool Presetter System

•  Belt-Type Chip Conveyor

•  Ethernet Interface

•  Haas Intuitive Programming System

•  Servo Bar Feeder

•  Parts Catcher

Options [partial list]

ST-15 ST-15Y
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ST-25

THE ST-25 IS A COMPACT BIG-BORE 
lathe with a generous 15" x 21" maximum 
capacity, a 3.0" bore, and a 20.75" swing 
over the cross slide. The spindle turns 
to 3400 rpm, and the 30 hp vector drive 
system provides 300 ft-lb of cutting 
torque. A 10" hydraulic chucking system 
and 12-station turret are standard.

THE ST-35 IS A MID-SIZE BIG-BORE 
lathe with a generous 21" x 26" maximum 
capacity, a 4.0" bore, and a 20.75" swing 
over the cross slide. The spindle turns 
to 2400 rpm, and the 40 hp vector drive 
system provides 1400 ft-lb of cutting 
torque. A 12" hydraulic chucking system 
and 12-station turret are standard.

For shops wanting more bar capacity without the space 
requirements of a larger-footprint lathe, Haas Automation 
now offers a complete line of big-bore turning centers. 
Each of these versatile turning centers offers more power, 
a larger chuck, and greater bar capacity – without having 

THE ST-45 SERIES HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
turning centers provide heavy cutting 
ability, extreme rigidity, and high thermal 
stability. These large-capacity machines 
offer the best combination of performance 
and value in their class, and are available 
with a wide selection of high-productivity 

•  15" x 21" Max Capacity

•  3400-rpm Spindle

•  30 hp Vector Drive

•  12-Station BOT Turret 

•  12" Hydraulic Chucking System

•  A2-8 Spindle Nose

•  4.0" Bar Capacity

•  15" Color LCD Monitor

•  Built-In USB Port

•  1 MB Program Memory

•  Rigid Tapping

•  User-Friendly Haas Control

•  Made in the USA

to step up to the next larger machine. Eight big-bore 
models are available, with maximum capacities from 
12" x 14" for the compact ST-15Y, to 25.5" x 80" for 
the large-frame ST-45L, and three models with Y-axis 
capabilities.

ST-25 ST-25Y
THE ST-25Y HAS A 12" X 21" MAXIMUM 
capacity, and adds 4" of Y-axis travel  
(±2" from the centerline) for off-center 
milling, drilling, and tapping. It comes 
standard with 6000-rpm high-torque 
live tooling and a servo-driven C axis for 
versatile 4-axis capability.

ST-35
THE ST-35Y HAS A 18" X 23" MAXIMUM 
capacity, and adds 4" of Y-axis travel  
(±2" from the centerline) for off-center 
milling, drilling, and tapping. It comes 
standard with 6000-rpm high-torque live 
tooling and a servo-driven C axis for 
versatile 4-axis capability.

ST-35Y ST-45 Series
options, including 6000-rpm high-torque 
live tooling with C axis. The long-bed  
ST-45L provides nearly double the cutting 
length for turning and boring long shafts 
and tubing.

Standard Features

•  10" Hydraulic Chucking System

•  A2-6 Spindle Nose

•  3.0" Bar Capacity

•  15" Color LCD Monitor

•  Built-In USB Port

•  1 MB Program Memory

•  Rigid Tapping

•  User-Friendly Haas Control

•  Made in the USA

ST-25Y

•  12" x 21" Max Capacity

•  ±2.0" Y-Axis Travel

•  6000-rpm Live Tooling with C Axis

•  12-Station Hybrid BOT/VDI Turret

Expanded  
BIG-BORE TURNING 

Standard Features ST-35

•  21" x 26" Max Capacity

•  2400-rpm Spindle

•  40 hp Vector Drive

•  12-Station BOT Turret

ST-35Y

•  18" x 23" Max Capacity

•  ±2.0" Y-Axis Travel

•  6000-rpm Live Tooling with C Axis

•  12-Station Hybrid BOT/VDI Turret

•  A2-11 Spindle Nose1

•  7.0" Spindle Bore

•  Extended Tool Pocket

•  15" Color LCD Monitor

•  Built-In USB Port

•  1 MB Program Memory

•  Remote Jog Handle w/Color LCD

•  Rigid Tapping

•  User-Friendly Haas Control

•  Made in the USA

Standard Features ST-45

•  25.5" x 44" Max Capacity

•  1400-rpm Spindle

•  40 hp Vector Drive

•  12-Station BOT Turret

ST-45L

•  25.5" x 80" Max Capacity

•  1400-rpm Spindle

•  40 hp Vector Drive

•  12-Station BOT Turret

•  Programmable Servo Tailstock

•  Programmable Tailstock

•  6000-rpm Live Tooling with C Axis

•  High-Pressure Coolant Systems

•  Automatic Tool Presetter System

•  Belt-Type Chip Conveyor

•  Ethernet Interface

•  Haas Intuitive Programming System

•  User-Definable Macros

Options [partial list]

1No chuck or rotating union included
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XXXL 
BIG-PART BRUTE  

The ST-55 is equipped with a massive 12-station BOT turret that 
accepts 7.25" split boring bar holders, and is clamped hydraulically. 
A 12-station hybrid turret is available that accepts both BOT tools 
and VDI tools, including driven tools. 

The rear chuck area of the ST-55 is fully enclosed during 
machining, but opens to provide complete access from the front 
and top, simplifying chuck installation and adjustment, and making 
it easy to load pipe using an overhead crane.

 Operating Dimensions    ST-55

 A. Max Operating Height       92" 2 337 mm

 B. Max Operating Width        292" 7 417 mm

 C. Max Operating Depth†       118" 2 997 mm 

†  Additional 36" (914 mm) required to open rear service panel.

Specifications

Capacities   ST-55
Chuck                                             No Chuck or Rotating 

Union Included
Max Cutting Dia.  25.5" 

  648
Max Cutting Length  80" 

    without workholding  2 032 mm

Spindle 
Max Speed  1000 rpm
Max Motor Rating  55 hp 

  41.0 kW
Max Torque  4250 ft-lb @ 30 rpm 

  5 762 Nm @ 30 rpm
Spindle Nose   Front and Rear A1-20
Spindle Bore  Ø12.5" 

  Ø318 mm

Swing Diameter 
Over Front Apron  34.5" 

  876 mm
Over Cross Slide  25.5" 

  648 mm
Over Tailstock  25.5" 

  648 mm

Travels & Feedrates 
X Axis  17" 

  432 mm
Z Axis  80" 

  2 032 mm
X-Axis Max Thrust  5500 lb 

  24 465 N
Z-Axis Max Thrust  9000 lb 

  40 034 N
X-Axis Rapids  710 ipm 

  18.0 m/min
Z-Axis Rapids  320 ipm 

  8.1 m/min

General 
Weight  30,000 lb 

  13 608 kg

•  25.5" x 80" Max Capacity

•  Front and Rear A1-20 Spindle Noses1

•  12.5" Spindle Through-Bore

•  1000-rpm Spindle

•  55 hp Vector Drive

•  2-Speed Gearbox

•  Massive 12-Station BOT Turret 

•  Programmable Servo Tailstock

•  Extended Tool Pocket

•  15" Color LCD Monitor

•  Built-In USB Port

•  1 MB Program Memory

•  Remote Jog Handle w/Color LCD

•  Rigid Tapping

•  User-Friendly Haas Control

•  Made in the USA
1  No chuck or rotating union included.

Standard Features

•  6000-rpm Live Tooling with C Axis

•  Hybrid BOT/VDI Turret

•  High-Pressure Coolant Systems

•  Air-Chuck-Ready Provision

•  Steady Rest Provision

•  Belt-Type Chip Conveyor

•  Ethernet Interface

•  Haas Intuitive Programming System

Options [partial list]

The Haas ST-55 is a heavy-duty, large-bore turning 
center that provides heavy cutting ability, extreme 
rigidity, and high thermal stability.

THE MACHINE’S TWIN-CHUCK CAPABILITY, 

high-torque spindle, and large 12.5" diameter 

through-bore make it ideal for machining 

heavy pipes and fittings, large couplers, and 

long rollers. This large-capacity machine 

offers the best combination of performance 

and value in its class, and is available with a 

wide selection of high-productivity options,  

including 6000-rpm high-torque live tooling 

with C axis. 

Front Side
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All-New Toolroom Lathe 
THE POPULAR TL-1 TOOLROOM LATHE 
has undergone a complete redesign for 
2014, with a new enclosure and better 
overall performance. The machine has 
a maximum capacity of 16" x 30", with 
a 16" swing over the front apron. The 
A2-6 spindle nose has a 3" bore, and 
accepts either an 8" or 10" optional 
3-jaw manual chuck. The spindle is 
powered by a 12 hp vector drive system, 
and now spins to 3000 rpm. Rapids have 
increased to 450 ipm on both X and Z 
axes. The enclosure is now standard on 
the TL-1, to better contain chips and 
coolant, and protect the operator.

All-New Haas Barfeeder 

THE HAAS BAR FEEDER IS ALL NEW  
for 2014, with super-fast push and retract 
speeds, and a rollaway feature that gives 
complete access to the turning center for 
easy spindle liner changeout. 

•  Accepts 3/8" to 3" bar

•  Pushes out of the way for liner changes

•  Super-fast push and retract

•  Single adjustment for bar diameter

•  Easy height adjustment

•   Fully integrated with the Haas control 
for simple programming

•  Built-in liner storage

•  No tools required 

The Haas live tooling option (standard on Y-axis 

models) now spins to 6000 rpm for faster material 

removal. That’s three times faster than the previous 

version, while also providing the 25% increase 

in power already found on our ST-40 and larger 

machines. The Haas live tooling system also includes 

a servo-driven C axis for bidirectional spindle motion 

that is fully interpolated with X and/or Z motion.

6000-rpm Live Tooling CALM  
Consolidated Air/Lube Manifold

A unique approach. We sat down and re-thought what 

a parts catcher should do, and then created a design 

that provides a better solution.

•  Simple, reliable operation

•  Easily adjustable without tools

•  Catches a wide range of part sizes

•  Retracts fully for better clearance

Parts Catcher (prototype)

Ready to Upgrade 
From the very beginning, right on through the past 30 

years, the message from Haas Automation has been 

consistent: “We’re not like those other guys.” From 

openly published prices for machine tools and service 

parts, to our worldwide network of Haas Factory 

Outlets, it’s clear that Haas is not your typical machine 

tool company. 

Here’s another way Haas is different: designing CNC 

machine tools that can be easily upgraded after 

they’re built, shipped, and installed. You can easily 

add these options to most new Haas turning centers 

at a later date: 

•  Automatic Tool Presetter 

•  Auto Jet Air Blast 

•  High-Pressure Coolant Systems

•  Automatic Parts Catcher

•  Belt-Type Chip Conveyor

•  Intuitive Programming System

•  Ethernet Interface

•  750 MB Expanded Program Memory

•  User-Definable Macros

•  Color Remote Jog Handle

•  Work Gauging Probe

•  High-Intensity Lighting

Gauge Page

Check the vital signs of your Haas. Every Haas machine 

is fitted with sensors that continuously monitor  

a number of key systems, providing useful information 

about their status. These sensors measure such things 

as air pressure, coolant pressure, temperature of the 

electronics, incoming line voltage, and more, depending 

on the systems and options installed.

These vital signs are displayed on the Gauge Page of the 

Haas control, under Diagnostics.

More
TURNING NEWS 

The typical Haas machine has from 5 to 12 solenoids to 

activate various mechanisms throughout the machine, 

depending on options and machine configuration. 

Each solenoid has associated air hoses and electrical 

connections. To simplify the assembly process, and make 

servicing machines in the field easier, Haas Automation 

has consolidated all of the solenoids into a single, easily 

accessible location, and color-coded the air hoses and 

electrical connections – so they are easily traced and 

accurately assembled. Just another way Haas machines 

are constantly improving.
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Never One To Sit Still 
RESTING ON OUR PAST SUCCESS IS NOT IN 

our DNA. With 165,000 machines sold to date, 

you’d think we would take a break – but that’s 

simply not the way we do anything. 

 

Since introducing the Haas VF-1 at IMTS in 

1988, we’ve developed, refined, overhauled, 

beaten the odds, expanded, changed the 

industry, shown that what no one thought was 

possible was really not all that difficult, and 

proven all of the “they’re a flash-in-the-pan” 

critics very wrong. 

 

So, what’s in the cards for the near future?  

If this small news magazine is any indication, 

it will be an exciting, change-driven time. 

This year, we’re releasing a faster UMC-750, 

a new 40-taper DM-1, new rotary tables, and 

redefined turning centers. And we’ve added a 

bunch of upgrades, new operator convenience 

features, and new performance options.

 

 At Haas Automation, it’s all about making our 

CNC machines faster, more reliable, easier to 

operate and maintain, and above all, staying 

true to our original focus – that what people 

really want is true value for their investment. 
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A Website:  
& SO MUCH MORE

Your personal Haas how-to assistant is @ HaasCNC.com
Go online: Take some time and check it out. 

You won’t know what’s there until you explore!

Start at the HaasCNC.com home page, where 
you’ll find everything about Haas machines, 
and a little bit of everything else. The Resource 
Center takes you to the Haas DIY site (below).

At HaasParts.com, you can find typical service parts 
and maintenace items, like filters, bulbs, and lubricants – 
all with up-front pricing. Use your machine serial number 
to focus on only those parts that will fit. No need to look 
through hundreds of parts for the one that fits your machine –  
the HaasParts database takes care of it for you.

When looking at any machine on HaasCNC.com, 
you can instantly access Build-a-Quote for that particular 
model. You can configure your Haas with only those options 
and accessories you need, and get a price for the Haas you 
built – instantly. Research it. Build it. Quote it.

At the Resource Center, you’ll find a library 
of valuable information – searchable by machine 
type and topic – like maintenance, how-to videos, 
manuals, simple repair procedures, and lots more.

C   E   R   T   I   F   I   E   D  

C   E   R   T   I   F   I   E   D  

C   E   R   T   I   F   I   E   D  

Machines shown with optional equipment. Specifications subject to change without notice. Machines not shown to scale.
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The first American Formula One team in more 
than 30 years is about to turn heads everywhere. 

Track Debut  2016

 Haas F1 Team.

Not an actual car – for promotion only.                                                                            

 39-1408098


